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Magnetic AC mode atomic force microscopy (MAC Mode AFM) was used to characterize the process of
adsorption of DNA on a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) electrode surface using different
concentrations of DNA and adsorption procedures. AFM of DNA immobilized on the HOPG showed that
both single-stranded DNA and double-stranded DNA molecules have the tendency to spontaneously self-
assemble from solution onto the solid support and the process was very fast. DNA condensed on the
substrate in a tight and well-spread two-dimensional lattice covering the entire surface uniformly. The
interaction of DNA with the hydrophobic HOPG surface induced DNA superposition, overlapping, and
intra- and intermolecular interactions. The application of a positive potential of 300 mV (vs Ag wire) to
the HOPG electrode during adsorption was studied. The applied potential considerably enhanced the
robustness and stability to mechanical stress of the DNA films, through multiple electrostatic interactions
between the negatively charged hydrophilic sugar-phosphate backbone and the positively charged carbon
surface. The characteristics of the DNA films and the apparent height of the network wires were dependent
on the DNA concentration and the immobilization procedure. The DNA lattices were held together on the
substrate surface only by noncovalent interactions such as hydrogen bonding, base stacking, electrostatic,
van der Waals, and hydrophobic interactions.
Introduction
Great progress was made in developing small, portable,
and viable DNA-based biosensors, which are of enormous
interest due to their numerous potential applications. DNA
biosensors are integrated receptor-transducer devices
that use DNA as a biological recognition agent to detect
chemical compounds, usually by electrical, thermal, or
optical signal transduction. Because DNA is a stable, low-
cost, and easily adaptable molecule, it is an extremely
favorable medium for construction of new devices in
nanotechnology and biosensor technology.1,2
DNA-electrochemical transducers have received par-
ticular attention due to advantages offered by electro-
chemical techniques, such as rapid detection, great
sensitivity, and low cost. Between the transducers, carbon
electrodes such as glassy carbon, carbon fibers, graphite,
or carbon black exhibit several unique properties. The
wide electrochemical potential window, particularly in
the positive range, allows the sensitive electrochemical
detection of oxidative damage caused to DNA by monitor-
ing the appearance of oxidation peaks from DNA bases.3
Combining the characteristics of the DNA probes with
the capacity of direct and label-free electrochemical
detection represents an attractive solution in many
different fields of application.
Electrochemical DNA biosensors already have been
successfully used in a variety of applications such as rapid
monitoring of pollutant agents or metals in the environ-
ment, investigation and evaluation of DNA-drug inter-
action mechanisms, detection of DNA base damage in
clinical diagnosis, direct monitoring of the hybridization
process, or detection of specific DNA sequences in human,
viral, and bacterial nucleic acids.4-9
The DNA-electrochemical biosensor consists of an
electrochemical transducer (the electrode) with a nucleic
acid film immobilized on its surface (the probe). The DNA
immobilization procedure on the electrode surface is a
very important aspect influencing the characteristics of
the DNA probe, the sensor response and its performance;
several DNA adsorption methods were used on different
types of carbon electrodes.10
The study of the adsorption of DNA on the electrode
surface is of fundamental interest, since different struc-
tural conformations adopted by DNA can lead to different
interactions with small molecules, to changes in acces-
sibility of drugs to the DNA grooves, or to different rates
of hybridization. The specific interaction of DNA molecules
with the electrode surface, the conformations that DNA
can adopt during immobilization, and the degree of surface
coverage are still not well understood despite the extensive
use of DNA biosensors. The formation and stability, in
solution and after drying during storage, of the DNA film
in a DNA biosensor depends on many factors, such as
electrode characteristics, immobilization procedures, ad-
sorption time, pretreatment conditions, and the type and
concentration of DNA used. A good understanding of all
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these factors is essential for improvement of existing
sensors and development of new ones.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) can give important
information concerning the adsorption, nucleation, and
growth of biological compounds at solid surfaces. AFM
can visualize individual DNA molecules and DNA-protein
complexes immobilized onto mica or silicon in air and in
solution, with extraordinary resolution and accuracy.11-15
Images of DNA on conducting substrates have been
obtained mainly on gold via thiol modification of DNA.16
The highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface as
a substrate for DNA imaging has been the subject of
scanning tunneling microscopy studies.17,18 DNA networks
formed by specific oligomer sequences polyd(A-T)2 and
polyd(G-C)2 at the surface of HOPG have been reported.19
However, DNA molecules have been found not to bind
strongly enough to the conducting substrates required in
electrochemical experiments and the AFM tip tends to
remove the molecules attached to the surface.
Magnetic AC mode (MAC Mode) AFM imaging allows
the investigation of molecules which are loosely attached
to the substrate, especially in the case of conducting
surfaces of electrochemical transducers. MAC Mode uses
a solenoid placed under the sample to cause a magnetically
coated AFM cantilever to oscillate near its resonant
frequency. As it scans the sample, the AFM tip oscillates
and touches the sample surface only at the bottom of this
oscillation. Because there is no need to drive the cantilever
holder, cantilever chip, or solution as in tapping mode,
the control of the cantilever increases considerably, which
enables operation at smaller oscillation amplitudes even
in air, the lateral forces being better eliminated.
In this paper, MAC Mode AFM was used to characterize
the surface morphology of a DNA-electrochemical bio-
sensor obtained by different immobilization procedures
of calf-thymus double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and single-
stranded DNA (ssDNA) on a HOPG electrode surface.
Experimental Section
Materials. Calf-thymus dsDNA (sodium salt, type I) and
ssDNA were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Quı´mica, Madrid,
Spain, and were used without further purification.
The electrolyte used was pH 7.0, 0.1 M phosphate buffer
solution and was prepared using analytical grade reagents and
purified water from a Millipore Milli-Q system (conductivity <
0.1 íS cm-1). Solutions of different concentrations were obtained
by direct dilution of the appropriate volume in phosphate buffer.
HOPG, grade ZYH, of rectangular shape with 15  15  2 mm
dimensions, from Advanced Ceramics Co., U.K., was used
throughout this study as a substrate. The HOPG was freshly
cleaved with adhesive tape prior to each experiment and was
imaged by contact mode AFM in order to establish its cleanliness.
Voltammetric experiments were carried out in a one-compart-
ment Teflon cell of approximately 12.5 mm internal diameter
holding the HOPG sample, the working electrode, on the base.
A Pt wire counter electrode and a silver wire as a quasi-reference
electrode were placed in the cell, dipping approximately 5 mm
into the solution. Electrochemical control was done with a
PalmSens potentiostat, running with PalmScan version 1.11,
from Palm Instruments BV, The Netherlands.
DNA Sample Preparation. For DNA samples prepared by
free adsorption, 100 íL samples of different concentrations of
DNA solutions were deposited onto freshly cleaved HOPG
surfaces and incubated for 3 min. The excess of DNA was gently
cleaned with a jet of Millipore Milli-Q water, and the HOPG with
adsorbed DNA was then dried with nitrogen.
For DNA samples prepared by electrochemical deposition, 500
íL of the desired DNA solution was placed in the electrochemical
cell holding the HOPG working electrode on the base. A positive
potential of 300 mV (vs Ag wire) was applied to the electrode for
3 min. The HOPG with adsorbed DNA was rinsed with a jet of
Millipore Milli-Q water and dried with nitrogen.
Atomic Force Microscopy. AFM was performed with a Pico
SPM controlled by a MAC Mode module and interfaced with a
PicoScan controller from Molecular Imaging Corp., Tempe, AZ.
All the AFM experiments were performed with a CS AFM S
scanner with the scan range 6 ím in x-y and 2 ím in z (Molecular
Imaging Corp.). Silicon type II MAClevers of 225 ím length, 2.8
N/m spring constant, and 60-90 kHz resonant frequencies
(Molecular Imaging Corp.) were used in MAC Mode AFM. Silicon
nitride NanoProbes V-shaped cantilevers of 100 ím length and
0.58 N/m spring constant were used for contact AFM in air.
All images were taken at room temperature, with scan rates
of 1.0-1.3 lines s-1. The images were processed by flattening in
order to remove the background slope, and the contrast and
brightness were adjusted. All images were visualized in three
dimensions using the Scanning Probe Image Processor, SPIP,
version 2.3011, Image Metrology ApS, Denmark.
Statistics. Section analysis over DNA molecules and films
was performed with PicoScan software version 4.19, Molecular
Imaging Corp. The mean values of the heights were calculated
using 50-100 measurements over different scanned images.
Origin version 6.0 from Microcal Software, Inc., Northampton,
MA, was used to calculate standard deviation and all the
experimental height/thickness distribution graphs.
Results and Discussion
Glassy carbon has been usually used to prepare DNA-
electrochemical biosensors, but the rough and complex
surfaces of these electrodes are not suitable for AFM
surface characterization. For AFM studies, it is necessary
to have an atomically flat substrate to clearly resolve the
molecular adsorbed layer. Glassy carbon presents a root-
mean-square (rms) roughness of 2.10 nm while the HOPG
electrode surface presents a rms roughness of less than
0.06 nm, as calculated from typical 1000 nm  1000 nm
scan size contact AFM images in air of the glassy carbon
and HOPG. Therefore, the atomically smooth HOPG
electrode was used to study DNA immobilization by free
adsorption and by applying a potential of +300 mV to the
electrode during adsorption.
Immobilization of dsDNA and ssDNA on HOPG
by Free Adsorption. An electrochemical DNA biosensor
is very easy to prepare and does not require DNA or
electrode surface modification as it can be obtained by
free adsorption of calf-thymus DNA on the carbon electrode
surface. This means that the characterization of the
surface morphology of the biosensor is of the utmost
importance. The adsorption time of 3 min has been used
for preparing electrochemical DNA electrodes, so this was
the deposition time of interest to study the adsorption on
the electrode surface. However, both free and controlled
adsorption were performed for different deposition times
(30 s, 3 min, 10 min, and 25 min). It was found that 30
s was insufficient, but above 3 min the formation of a
featureless multilayer occurred.
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Since the surface of the HOPG electrode presents
hydrophobic characteristics and DNA is a highly charged,
hydrophilic molecule, the capacity of spontaneous inter-
action of DNA with the HOPG surface should be reduced.
However, DNA adsorbed freely at the HOPG surface, and
MAC Mode AFM images in air revealed a good coverage
of the surface in a film with the aspect of a two-dimensional
network that will be described below.
dsDNA Free Adsorption. The HOPG electrode was
modified by a thin film of dsDNA obtained by free
adsorption of different concentrations of dsDNA using the
procedure described in the Experimental Section.
Adsorption onto HOPG from a 60 íg/mL dsDNA solution
showed that the dsDNA molecules were freely adsorbed
at the surface and were self-organized in a film with the
aspect of a very tight and well-spread two-dimensional
network, Figure 1. The dsDNA network film has many
holes, the dark regions in the images, leading to exposed
HOPG surface at the bottom of the holes.
The height contour along the dsDNA network was
slightly irregular. Section analysis performed inside
various images permitted the construction of the height
distribution graph in Figure 1C. Two typical heights of
the network were present in the images: 0.99 ( 0.25 nm
and 2.15 ( 0.25 nm.
When the concentration of the dsDNA was lowered, it
was observed that the coverage of the electrode surface
decreased. The dsDNA film became less compact, and more
extended areas of the HOPG surface were exposed. In
Figure 2A is presented a typical topographical image of
the dsDNA films obtained from a 10 íg/mL dsDNA
solution, and the average height over several regions of
the film thickness was determined to be 1.10 ( 0.20 nm.
The initiation of network formation could be followed
using 5 íg/mL dsDNA, Figure 2B. The dsDNA network
loops were formed by aggregation of portions of single
dsDNA molecules. In scans over different regions of the
HOPG substrate, coiled as well as parts of straight dsDNA
molecules with heights of 0.77 ( 0.20 nm could be observed.
The presence of salts in solution can induce lateral
aggregation of the molecules.20 To assess the role of ions,
the free adsorption of dsDNA using a solution of 1 íg/mL
dsDNA in water was investigated. The molecules appeared
relaxed and more extended on the HOPG surface without
the presence of the phosphate buffer ions in solution,
Figure 3A.
The dsDNA attached to the HOPG surface is highly
dehydrated and adopts the A-form with approximately
2.6 nm double-helix diameter.20 The measured full width
at half-maximum height (fwhm) of dsDNA measured from
the network loops and the straight DNA portions was
approximately 10-25 nm, which overestimates the helix
diameter due to the convolution effect of the tip radius.
The true representation of the dsDNA diameter is given
by the height measurements, which are not limited by the
(20) Saenger, W. Principles of Nucleic Acid Structure; Cantor, Ch.
R., Ed.; Springer Advanced Texts in Chemistry; Springer-Verlag: New
York, 1984.
Figure 1. (A,C) MAC Mode AFM topographical images in air of the DNA biosensor surface prepared by 3 min of free adsorption
onto HOPG from a 60 íg/mL dsDNA in pH 7.0, 0.1 M phosphate buffer electrolyte solution. (B) Three-dimensional representation
of image A. (D) Histogram of the DNA film thickness generated with the values measured by section analysis inside the images.
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tip radius. In AFM studies in air, the reported heights for
dsDNA attached to a solid substrate vary from 0.5 to 1.9
nm12 and a height of 0.70 ( 0.20 nm was obtained for
dsDNA freely adsorbed onto HOPG. The difference
between the true dsDNA height and the measured one is
due to elastic deformations caused on dsDNA by the AFM
tip. The large fwhm of dsDNA was not only an artifact
caused by the size and shape of the tip, but also an effect
of dsDNA broadening as a consequence of dsDNA defor-
mation by the tip.
The average dsDNA height with its standard deviation
measured by section analysis over portions of straight
dsDNA molecules in the images obtained from 1 íg/mL
dsDNA in water was 1.00 ( 0.20 nm.
Figure 2. MAC Mode AFM topographical images in air of the DNA biosensor surface prepared by 3 min of free adsorption onto
HOPG from (A) 10 íg/mL and (B) 5 íg/mL dsDNA in pH 7.0, 0.1 M phosphate buffer electrolyte solution.
Figure 3. (A,B) MAC Mode AFM topographical images in air of the DNA biosensor surface prepared by 3 min of free adsorption
onto HOPG from a 1 íg/mL dsDNA solution in Milli-Q water. (C) Three-dimensional representation of image B. (D) Cross-section
profiles through white lines 1 and 2 in image B).
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The diameter of a single dsDNA molecule as visualized
by MAC Mode AFM was compared with the thickness of
the dsDNA films obtained at higher dsDNA concentra-
tions. It can be concluded that the height of approximately
0.8 nm for straight portions of dsDNA molecules and
lattices obtained from the solutions with high concentra-
tions is associated with A-DNA formed after the strong
dehydration of the dried adsorbed molecules. The 2.15 (
0.25 nm thickness of the network layer observed when
the deposition was made with high concentrations of
dsDNA solution may be associated with more complex
structures, dsDNA aggregation phenomena, and super-
posed dsDNA molecules.
The existence of a continuous dissociation-association
of the bases of the dsDNA extremities expose sporadically
the hydrophobic core of the DNA helix.20 The affinity of
the hydrophobic bases to interact with the hydrophobic
surface of the HOPG stabilizes the dsDNA at the surface.21
When immobilization was performed from 1 íg/mL dsDNA
dissolved in water, it was noticed that the dsDNA
displayed spherical aggregates along its length (see the
300 nm  300 nm scan size image in Figure 3B), with
sizes between 1.5 and 4.1 nm (Figure 3C). This indicates
that the presence of ions is not the only reason for
aggregation. Consequently, it can be concluded that the
hydrophobic HOPG surface induces aggregation of long
dsDNA, even in the absence of the buffer solution. The
ability of HOPG and other hydrophobic polymeric surfaces
to adsorb and aggregate dsDNA was previously ob-
served.19,21,22 Due to the interaction of dsDNA with the
HOPG substrate, the molecules overlap and superimpose,
interacting through “sticky-ended” cohesions,1 leading to
conformation changes, DNA-DNA interactions, and
formation of complex lattices. However, from the present
data it is not possible to determine exactly which type of
interaction occurs at the HOPG surface or the internal
conformation transitions that are induced by the surface
alone.
ssDNA Free Adsorption. The next step in this study
was to analyze the DNA biosensor surface prepared by
free adsorption of ssDNA.
Images of adsorption onto HOPG from a 60 íg/mL
ssDNA solution showed a dry uniform thin film network
covering the electrode almost completely and only a few
pores, with a thickness of 0.98 ( 0.40 nm, Figure 4.
Adsorption from a 10 íg/mL ssDNA solution still showed
a compact network.
A noncompact two-dimensional lattice self-assembled
on the HOPG surface was observed using 5 íg/mL ssDNA,
Figure 5. The network was composed of looped filaments
that form pores, and large portions of uncovered HOPG
surface. The histogram of the measured thickness of the
ssDNAfilmgives informationabout theheightdistribution
of the ssDNA loops, Figure 5C. The heterogeneity of the
values indicates that portions of ssDNA could form the
film as well as double-stranded parts resulting from
hybridization of randomly complementary zones.
Comparison between dsDNA and ssDNA Free Adsorp-
tion. This work shows that calf-thymus dsDNA forms
networks at the HOPG surface. This capability of self-
assembly into complex lattices is also observed here for
the first time with ssDNA due to hybridization of randomly
complementary zones. The topography of the ssDNA
modified surface suggests that ssDNA interacts and
adsorbs strongly to the HOPG surface, when compared
with dsDNA, for the same concentration of 5 íg/mL,
Figures 2B and 5. This can be explained because the
ssDNA has the bases exposed to the solution, which
facilitates interaction with the substrate. The hydrophobic
aromatic rings of the ssDNA bases attach by hydrophobic
interactions to the hydrophobic carbon surface.
Immobilization by free adsorption is the simplest way
to attach nucleic acid to the surface of the transducers,
but simple adsorption methodologies have big disadvan-
tages. DNA often coils, aggregates, and moves under the
scanning probe while resting on a substrate surface. DNA
self-assemblies involve a big number of weak interactions;
consequently large-scale DNA lattices are rather unstable
and the nucleic acid may desorb easily from the surface
(21) Allemand, J.-F.; Bensimon, D.; Jullien, L.; Bensimon, A.;
Croquette, V. Biophys. J. 1997, 73, 2064-2070.
(22) Gaillard, C.; Strauss, F. Am. Clin. Lab. 2001, 20 (2), 52-54.
Figure 4. (A) MAC Mode AFM topographical image in air of the DNA biosensor surface prepared by 3 min of free adsorption onto
HOPG from a 60 íg/mL ssDNA in pH 7.0, 0.1 M phosphate buffer electrolyte solution. (B) Three-dimensional representation of
image A. (C) Cross-section profile through the white line in image A.
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in routine experimental conditions.19 It was observed
during the experiments that the AFM tip could easily
remove both single- and double-stranded DNA films
obtained by free adsorption; also due to the loose attach-
ment to the surface the DNA molecules were much more
easily compressed by the AFM loading forces.
Immobilization of dsDNA and ssDNA on HOPG
under an Applied Potential. By application of a
potential to the electrode, controlled adsorption of DNA
onto the HOPG surface can be obtained. The effect of
electrochemically assisted adsorption of DNA on the
HOPG electrode surface was assessed, and the surface
characteristics of the DNA biosensor were analyzed. The
potential of +300 mV (vs Ag wire) is not sufficiently high
to oxidize the DNA bases3 and was proved to stabilize
efficiently the DNA molecules on the surface. The HOPG
electrode was immersed in different concentrations of
ssDNA and dsDNA in the conditions described in the
Experimental Section.
dsDNA Adsorption under an Applied Potential. MAC
Mode AFM images in air of dsDNA on the HOPG electrode
surface, prepared from a 60 íg/mL solution, showed a
self-assembled network in a two-dimensional dsDNA
lattice, Figure 6A, which spread uniformly over the
scanner’s maximum scan size, 7  7 ím2.
In MAC Mode AFM, there exists the possibility of
recording the changes in the phase of the cantilever
oscillation during the scan to obtain a second image, the
phase image. Usually the phase image gives improved
contrast with respect to the topographic image, helping
to confirm the existence of features and conformations of
molecules on the surface,23 especially using HOPG.17
Generally the changes in the phase angle during scanning
are related to changes in material or surface properties,
such as chemical composition, stiffness, or viscosity. From
300 nm  300 nm scan size MAC Mode AFM topography
and phase images recorded simultaneously, images C and
D of Figure 6, respectively, it was observed that the dsDNA
lattice was formed by coiled fibers which join together in
end-to-end aggregations, stabilizing them on the HOPG
surface. The dsDNA condensates twisted together in large
and rather flexible loops, leaving big parts of the HOPG
surface uncovered. Using the phase image from MAC Mode
AFM, it was noticed that changes in phase angle occur
when the tip encountered the dsDNA fibers, which
confirmed that the HOPG substrate was really observed
under the DNA adsorbates.
The measured thickness along the network arms was
highly irregular, with heights between 3.5 and 7.5 nm,
Figure 6E. The values were much higher than the expected
height of A-form DNA, meaning that several layers of
dsDNA molecules were involved in the condensation
process. This leads to the conclusion that the applied
potential increased the attractive lateral interaction
between adjacent dsDNA helices and caused spontaneous
condensation of the dsDNA film in a complex network on
the HOPG surface.
(23) Argaman, M.; Golan, R.; Thomson, N. H.; Hansma, H. G. Nucleic
Acids Res. 1997, 25 (21), 4379-4384.
Figure 5. (A,B) MAC Mode AFM topographical images in air of the DNA biosensor surface prepared by 3 min of free adsorption
onto HOPG from a 5 íg/mL ssDNA in pH 7.0, 0.1 M phosphate buffer electrolyte solution. (C) Three-dimensional representation
of image B. (D) Histogram of the DNA film thickness generated with the values measured by section analysis inside the images.
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The stability of the dsDNA film was increased very much
due to electrostatic interaction with the positively charged
HOPG electrode surface. An in situ contact AFM image
of the DNA film after reimmersing the substrate in pH
7.0, 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution is shown in Figure
6B. In this way, the cycle of drying and reimmersing the
surface in buffer is similar to the real case of electro-
chemical experiments involving dsDNA-modified elec-
trodes. The dsDNA adsorbed film was robust enough to
resist the high forces applied in contact AFM. It was
observed that the dsDNA network had thicker loops
corresponding to hydrated fibers, although the dsDNA
film still had holes that exposed the HOPG electrode
surface.
The applied potential modifies the conformation of
dsDNA on the electrode surface. The positively charged
Figure 6. (A,C) MAC Mode AFM topographical images in air of the DNA biosensor surface prepared by applying a deposition
potential of +300 mV (vs Ag wire) for 3 min to the HOPG electrode immersed into a 60 íg/mL dsDNA pH 7.0, 0.1 M phosphate
buffer electrolyte solution. (B) Contact AFM image of the DNA film recorded in a pH 7.0, 0.1 M phosphate buffer electrolyte solution.
(D) Phase image recorded simultaneously with the topographic image C. (E) Cross-section profiles through white lines 1 and 2 in
image C. (F) Three-dimensional representation of image C.
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HOPG substrate exerts electrostatic attraction on the
nucleic acid molecules. DNA is a helical molecule, and in
aqueous solution the negatively charged phosphate groups
of the dsDNA are outside the duplex, Figure 7A. Both
dsDNA strands are equally attracted to the surface
because the phosphate groups along the two strands are
equivalent. The positively charged electrode neutralizes
the negative phosphate charges only on one side of the
DNA double helix. On the opposite side, the charge-charge
repulsion is still present, which facilitates DNA bending
and looping,20 Figure 7B, as is also observed in all the
MAC Mode AFM images. This phenomenon is probably
followed by structural rearrangement of the molecule.
During reorientation and equilibration of the biopolymer
on the surface, the helix is destabilized, that is, some
phosphate groups detach from the charged electrode
facilitating the electrostatic binding on the HOPG surface
of the phosphate groups from the same strand and leading
to the formation of nonhelical DNA parts, Figure 7C. The
phenomenon of formation of asymmetrical duplex struc-
tures was previously described.24 As a consequence, parts
of the phosphate backbone of one strand lie down flat on
the surface, which may explain the difference in the height
along the duplex. The destabilization and local stretching
of the DNA duplex may involve a significant loss of base
stacking and hydrogen bonding. The DNA bases initially
protected inside the helix appear more exposed to the
solution and free to undergo intermolecular interactions
by hydrogen bonding and base stacking with bases from
other chains that bind nearly on the surface. End-to-end
interactions stabilize together the molecules. Close strands
intertwine with each other with the formation of complex
compact structures.
ssDNA Adsorption under an Applied Potential. MAC
Mode AFM images in air of ssDNA on the HOPG electrode
surface also showed a uniform self-assembled network.
The surface coverage with decreasing ssDNA concentra-
tion was monitored, the characteristics of the DNA film
depending strongly on the solution concentration.
(24) Lemeshko, S. V.; Powdrill, T.; Belosludtsev, Y. Y.; Hogan, M.
Nucleic Acids Res. 2001, 29 (14), 3051.
Figure 7. Models of schematic structural conformations of dsDNA at the HOPG electrode surface.
Figure 8. (A) MAC Mode AFM topographical images in air of the DNA biosensor surface prepared by applying a deposition
potential of +300 mV (vs Ag wire) for 3 min to the electrode immersed into a 60 íg/mL ssDNA pH 7.0, 0.1 M phosphate buffer
electrolyte solution. (B) Three-dimensional representation of image A.
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At high concentrations of 60 íg/mL ssDNA solutions,
an almost completely two-dimensional network with few
holes was covering the electrode, Figure 8.
A less densely packed network could be imaged all over
the HOPG electrode surface using 5 íg/mL ssDNA
solutions, Figure 9, and the ssDNA molecules demon-
strated predisposition to condense together in extensive
thin lattices covering big areas of the substrate. Between
neighboring thin lattices, large zones of the HOPG were
not covered at all. The topographical images, Figure 9B,C,
and the respective phase image (with enhanced contrast),
Figure 9D, show that the network morphology is composed
by very tight loops with small pores that almost do not
reveal the HOPG surface. Many of the ssDNA holes in the
layer were not big enough to leave the HOPG electrode
surface exposed after possible rehydration of the substrate.
Figure 9. (A-C) MAC Mode AFM topographical images in air of the DNA biosensor surface prepared by applying a deposition
potential of +300 mV (vs Ag wire) for 3 min to the electrode immersed into a 5 íg/mL ssDNA pH 7.0, 0.1 M phosphate buffer
electrolyte solution. (D) Phase image recorded simultaneously with the topographic image C. (E) Cross-section profile through the
white line in image C. (F) Three-dimensional representation of image C.
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The measured thickness of the film was 2.37 ( 0.4 nm,
Figure 9E, which suggests that more than one monolayer
of ssDNA molecules condensed together. This phenomenon
may be due to crossover molecules or to binding of sticky-
ended linear strands while forming the lattice. It is also
very probable that many parts of the ssDNA molecules
contain complementary bases leading to the formation of
portions of dsDNA by hybridization events.
Comparison between dsDNA and ssDNA Adsorption
under an Applied Potential. As in the case of dsDNA, the
application of a potential of +300 mV, versus Ag wire,
enhanced the strength, robustness, and resistance to
mechanical stress of the ssDNA film. Electrostatic inter-
actions between the negative charges along the dsDNA
andssDNAphosphatebackboneandthepositively charged
HOPG electrode surface were very strong, which increased
stability of the molecules on the substrate. Consequently
the adsorbed molecules were less compressible by the AFM
tip. Many molecules interact together by hydrogen bonding
during equilibration on the substrate, and hydrophobic
interactions and van der Waals forces also contribute to
adsorption of DNA on the HOPG electrode.
Conclusions
The results indicate that both dsDNA and ssDNA adsorb
freely at the HOPG surface; the process of adsorption was
shown to be very fast, and the molecules have the tendency
to spontaneously self-assemble from solution onto the solid
support, forming large-scale two-dimensional networks
uniformly covering the entire HOPG substrate.
The formation of a robust and stable DNA network onto
HOPG was successfully achieved by electrochemically
assisted adsorption. The stability of the adsorbed DNA
layers after transfer into the buffer solution is considerably
enhanced when adsorption occurs under an applied
potential. The characteristics of the DNA networks and
the apparent height of the film depend on DNA concen-
tration, form (ssDNA or dsDNA), and applied electric field.
The DNA lattices are held together at the HOPG surface
only by noncovalent interactions such as hydrogen bond-
ing, base stacking, electrostatic, van der Waals, and
hydrophobic interactions.
MAC Mode AFM in an electrochemically controlled
environment offers a significant potential for resolving
the surface morphological features of immobilized DNA
and may contribute to the understanding of the mecha-
nism of adsorption and the nature of DNA-electrode
surface interaction, as well as to the improvement and
development of DNA-electrochemical biosensors.
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